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Abstract
We show that given a symmetric convex set KCRd ; the function
t-gðetKÞ
is log-concave on R; where g denotes the standard d-dimensional Gaussian measure. We also
comment on the extension of this property to unconditional log-concave measures and sets,
and on the complex case.
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let us denote by g the standard Gaussian probability measure on Rd ;
dgðxÞ ¼ ð2pÞd=2ejjxjj2=2 dx
where x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞARd and jjxjj2 ¼ x  x ¼
Pd
j¼1 x
2
j : The following problem was
proposed by Banaszczyk and popularized by Lata"a [13] under the name of (B)
conjecture: given a (centrally) symmetric convex set KCRd ; is it true that the
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inequality
g
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ab
p
K
 2
Xgða KÞ gðb KÞ ð1Þ
holds for every a; b40? Using a deep result of Lata"a and Oleszkiewicz [14] on the
rate of growth of the Gaussian measure of dilates of symmetric convex sets, Lata"a
[13] noticed that (1) holds if gðaKÞ; gðbKÞX0:85: As usual, if inequality (1) is valid in
every dimension dX1; then it remains valid when g is a centered Gaussian measure
on a separable Banach space F and KCF is a convex symmetric Borel set (we refer
to [13] for details). The aim of this paper is to prove that (1) is indeed true in the
following equivalent form: If KCRd is a symmetric convex set, then the function
t-gðetKÞ
is log-concave on R:
Actually, a little more is true. If we associate to every ðt1;y; tdÞARd the diagonal
matrix T ¼ Dðt1;y; tdÞ with diagonal entries t1;y; td ; we may introduce the image
eT K of K under the linear operation eT and consider gðeT KÞ as a function of
ðt1;y; tdÞ: We shall prove the following theorem, which is the main result of the
present article.
Theorem 1. If KCRd is a symmetric convex set, then the function
ðt1;y; tdÞ-gðeDðt1;y;td ÞKÞ
is log-concave on Rd :
Recall that a non-negative function f is said to be log-concave if logð f Þ is concave.
Of course the (B) conjecture is obtained by applying Theorem 1 on the line in Rd
consisting of all points of the form ðt;y; tÞ: We may notice that inequality (1)
implies in particular that the function
0ol-g 1
l
K
 
gðlKÞ
achieves its maximum at l ¼ 1: The Gaussian Brunn–Minkowski inequality that
follows from the Pre´kopa–Leindler inequality and the log-concavity of the Gaussian
density implies that
g
a þ b
2
K
 2
Xgða KÞ gðb KÞ
for all a; b40: It is clear that this known result is weaker than (1): since
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ab
p
pða þ
bÞ=2; we have ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃabp KCaþb
2
K when K is convex and symmetric.
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The function in the theorem above can be written more explicitly as
f ðt1;y; tdÞ ¼ gðeDðt1;y;td ÞKÞ ¼ ð2pÞd=2
Z
K
expðe2t1x21=2? e2td x2d=2Þ

 et1þ?þtd dx:
We see that a special case of our problem is to prove the log-concavity on the real
line of functions of the form
gðtÞ :¼
Z
K
ee
2tjjxjj2=2 dx:
We would like to stress the fact that Pre´kopa’s theorem, asserting that marginals of
log-concave densities are log-concave, does not give the result, because the function
ðt; xÞ-e2tjjxjj2 ð2Þ
is not convex on R
 Rd :
Section 2 contains the proof of Theorem 1. It relies on Poincare´-type (or spectral
gap) inequalities for gK ; the normalized restriction of the Gaussian measure to the
symmetric convex set K : We shall give two ways of completing the proof. The ﬁrst
one uses an L2-technique, while the second uses an observation of Caffarelli on the
non-expansivity of the Brenier map pushing forward g to gK (precise statements will
be given in Remark 1). In Section 3, we brieﬂy investigate the extension of the (B)
conjecture to the case of non-symmetric convex sets. We shall see that if K has
enough symmetries, then inequality (1) holds.
Our proof makes an important use of the Gaussian structure of the problem, but a
natural question to ask is whether inequality (1) remains valid when g is replaced by
some measure m having a log-concave density, say. We shall say that the measure m
and the set K satisfy the (B) conjecture if the function
t-mðetKÞ
is log-concave on R: In Section 4, we study the situation in Cd : There, the problem is
naturally linked with complex interpolation, and we will prove that the (B)
conjecture is true for a wide class of sets and measures, provided they are circled (i.e.
C-symmetric). In Section 5, we turn back to Rd and observe in particular that the (B)
conjecture holds when the log-concave measure m and the set K are unconditional.
These last two sections are independent (in spirit and in content) from the main one
devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. We see them as commentary sections whose main
interest is to bring together different methods going from complex interpolation to
Brunn–Minkowski inequality.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1
Without loss of generality, we can assume that gðKÞa0; or equivalently that K has
non-empty interior. Let ðb1;y; bdÞ and ða1;y; adÞ be two arbitrary points in Rd ;
and B; A the corresponding diagonal matrices. With the notation of the theorem, let
us set
8tAR; fK;B;AðtÞ :¼ gðeBþtA KÞ:
The proof will be done if we show that f ¼ fK ;B;A is log-concave on R for any choice
B; A: The log-concavity of f amounts to proving that f 00ðtÞ=f ðtÞ  f 0ðtÞ2=f ðtÞ2p0:
Observe that proving this inequality for every symmetric convex set K ;
every B; A and every real t is equivalent to proving it for every symmetric
convex set K ; every A and for B ¼ 0; t ¼ 0: Indeed, fK;B;Aðs þ tÞ ¼ fL;0;AðtÞ
if we deﬁne a convex set L by L :¼ eBþsA K : We shall therefore concentrate on the
study at t ¼ 0 of
f ðtÞ :¼ gðetA KÞ:
The reader interested only in the (B) conjecture can think that A ¼ Id: By the simple
change of variable y ¼ etAx; we see that
f ðtÞ ¼ gðetAKÞ ¼ ð2pÞd=2
Z
K
ejje
tAxjj2=2 et trA dx;
where trA denotes the trace of the matrix A: Since t-et trA is log-afﬁne, it is enough
to prove the log-concavity at t ¼ 0 of
gðtÞ :¼
Z
K
ejje
tAxjj2=2 dx: ð3Þ
Writing x  y for the scalar product on Rd ; we have
g0ðtÞ ¼ 
Z
K
etAx  AetAx ejjetAxjj2=2 dx
and
g00ðtÞ ¼
Z
K
ððetAx  AetAxÞ2  2etAx  A2etAxÞ ejjetAxjj2=2 dx:
We need to show that g00ð0Þ=gð0Þ  g0ð0Þ2=gð0Þ2p0; namely
R
K
ðx  AxÞ2 ejjxjj2=2 dxR
K
ejjxjj
2=2 dx

R
K
x  Ax ejjxjj2=2 dxR
K
ejjxjj
2=2 dx
 !2
p2
R
K
x  A2x ejjxjj2=2 dxR
K
ejjxjj
2=2 dx
: ð4Þ
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Introducing the probability measure gK on R
d deﬁned by
dgKðxÞ ¼
1KðxÞ ejjxjj2=2R
K
ejjyjj
2=2 dy
dx; ð5Þ
which is the Gaussian measure restricted to the set K ; we obtain the following
compact form for inequality (4):Z
ðx  AxÞ2 dgKðxÞ 
Z
x  Ax dgKðxÞ
 2
p2
Z
x  A2x dgKðxÞ:
Setting M2;K :¼
R
x  Ax dgKðxÞ; we see that we have to prove the following
inequality: Z
ðx  Ax  M2;KÞ2 dgKðxÞp2
Z
x  A2x dgKðxÞ: ð6Þ
In other words, we need to bound the variance with respect to gK of the function f
deﬁned by f ðxÞ ¼ x  Ax:
The usual Poincare´ inequality for the Gaussian measure g tells us that, for every
smooth function fAL2ðRd ; gÞ orthogonal to constant functions, one hasZ
f ðxÞ2 dgðxÞp
Z
jjrf ðxÞjj2 dgðxÞ: ð7Þ
The measure gK deﬁned in (5) is log-concave with respect to g: it belongs to the
family of probability measures m of the form dmðyÞ ¼ eWðyÞ dy; with W convex on
Rd ; satisfying Hessy WXId on the convex set K where fWoþNg: In fact, it is
often technically simpler to assume that W is deﬁned on the whole space Rd and not
just on the convex set K : For this, we consider gK as the pointwise limit of a sequence
of densities of the form
ejjxjj
2=2cðxÞ;
where c is a convex function on Rd ; constant on K and ‘‘big’’ outside K : We may
assume that c is even when K is symmetric, and that the Hessian of c is smooth and
bounded on Rd : Writing WðxÞ :¼ jjxjj2=2þ cðxÞ; we work with a probability
measure m given by
dmðxÞ :¼ eW ðxÞ dx with W : Rd-R verifying Hess WXId: ð8Þ
In our situation, the function W is furthermore even and the result to be proved (6) is
now that, for
qðxÞ :¼ Ax  x 
Z
Ay  y dmðyÞ
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one has
Z
q2 dmp1
2
Z
jjrqjj2 dm: ð9Þ
Here we used that jjrqðxÞjj2 ¼ 4jjAxjj2 ¼ 4 x  A2x:
It is well known that probability measures m of form (8) verify the Poincare´
inequality (7); this fact follows from an inequality of Brascamp and Lieb [5], but
there are now several simple proofs, see [15]. So we have, for every smooth function
fAL2ðmÞ orthogonal to constant functions,Z
f ðxÞ2 dmðxÞp
Z
jjrf ðxÞjj2 dmðxÞ: ð10Þ
We see that a direct application of (10) to the function q would miss the expected
result (9) by a factor 2: One way to cope with this problem is to use the symmetry of
the situation in order to relate inequality (9) to a ‘‘second eigenvalue problem’’.
Indeed, we are working with a measure m which is symmetric, and the function q is
even. In particular we have that
R rq dm ¼ 0: The following lemma will therefore
conclude the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 2. Let m be a probability measure of form (8). For every smooth function
fAL2ðmÞ; with mean 0 with respect to m and such that
R rf dm ¼ 0; one has
Z
f 2 dmp1
2
Z
jjrf jj2 dm: ð11Þ
Proof. The proof starts with an L2-technique rather standard in problems of this
kind. The fact that such techniques were related to our present problem became clear
to us after reading the papers by Artstein et al. [1,2]. In fact, for the study of the
function g deﬁned in (3), one can apply the ‘‘Basic formula’’ of [2], which was
extended to the d-dimensional case in [1] (although not in the form (13) reproduced
here). This formula gives an expression for ðlog gÞ00ð0Þ; using it directly, we could
jump faster to the end of the proof below, in order to see that ðlog gÞ00ð0ÞX0; which
is the content of Theorem 1, without stating the lemma above. We feel however that
Lemma 2 is of independent interest.
We introduce the differential operator L ¼ DrW  r; we shall of course use
that
Z
ðLuÞ v dm ¼ 
Z
ru  rv dm;
when v;rvAL2ðmÞ and when u is C2-smooth and compactly supported. For a
function f verifying the assumptions of the lemma and rfAL2ðmÞ; we start with the
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obvious observation that, since
R
f dm ¼ 0;
min
Z
ðg  f Þ2 dm; gAL2ðmÞ;
Z
g dm ¼ 0
 
¼ 0:
The next classical fact is that the space
fLu; u C2-smooth and with compact supportg
is L2ðmÞ-dense in the space fgAL2ðmÞ;
R
g dm ¼ 0g: For completeness, we shall
include a short proof of this fact at the end of this section. As a consequence
we have,
inf
Z
ðLu  f Þ2 dm
 
¼ 0;
where the inﬁmum is taken over all u C2-smooth and with compact support. Proving
the variance inequality (11) reduces to showing that, for every such function u;
we have
Z
ðLu  f Þ2  f 2 þ 1
2
jjrf jj2
 
dmX0;
that is to say
Z
ðLuÞ2  2 ðLuÞ f þ 1
2
jjrf jj2
 
dmX0: ð12Þ
We observe ﬁrst that  R ðLuÞ f dm ¼ R ru  rf dm; next, integration by parts, using
the relation rLu ¼ Lru Hess WðruÞ; shows that
Z
ðLuÞ2 dm ¼ 
Z
ðrLuÞ  ru dm ¼
Z
ðjjHess ujj22 þHess WðruÞ  ruÞ dm;
where jjHess ujj2 denotes the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the Hessian matrix of u: Since
the Hessian of W is XId; we have Hess WðruÞ  ruXjjrujj2 and from (12) it is
therefore enough to show that
Z
jjHess ujj22 þ jjrujj2 þ 2ru  rf þ
1
2
jjrf jj2
 
dmX0:
We rewrite the preceding inequality as
Z
jjHess ujj22  jjrujj2 þ
1
2
jj2ru þrf jj2
 
dmX0: ð13Þ
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Introducing c :¼ R ru dm and u0 such that ru0 ¼ ru  c; and using the assumption
that
R rf dm ¼ 0; we see that (13) is equivalent to
jjcjj2 þ
Z
jjHess u0jj22  jjru0jj2 þ
1
2
jj2ru0 þrf jj2
 
dmX0:
Thus, it is enough to know that
Z
jjHess u0jj22  jjru0jj2
 
dmX0;
which is obtained by summing, for j ¼ 1;y; d; the Poincare´ inequality (10) for m;
applied to each mean 0 coordinate function Dju0 of ru0;Z
ðDju0Þ2 dmp
Z
jjrDju0jj2 dm:
This ends the proof of Lemma 2. &
Remark 1 (Alternative proof of Lemma 2). We shall in fact give an alternative proof
of the following weaker form of Lemma 2, which is however sufﬁcient to complete
the proof of (9) and thus of Theorem 1:
Let m be a probability measure of form (8) with W even. For every smooth function
fAL2ðmÞ; even and with mean 0 with respect to m; one hasZ
f 2 dmp1
2
Z
jjrf jj2 dm: ð14Þ
The idea is to ‘‘transport’’ from g to m the following variant of the Poincare´
inequality (7) where the constant 1 is replaced by 1
2
: for every smooth function
gAL2ðRd ; gÞ orthogonal to constant and linear functions, one hasZ
g2 dgp1
2
Z
jjrgjj2 dg: ð15Þ
This is nothing else but Lemma 2 for the Gaussian measure g; since we have in this
case that
R rf dg ¼ R xf ðxÞ dgðxÞ: But this result for g is an essentially well-known
spectral estimate, and it can be proved in an elementary way, by expanding g on the
basis of L2ðRd ; gÞ formed by the d-dimensional Hermite polynomials.
In order to pass from g to m; we will use optimal transportation (we refer to [19] for
background and proofs). If F : Rd-R and G : Rd-R are two probability densities,
it follows from Brenier [6] and McCann [16] that there exists a convex function
j : Rd-R such that the measure GðyÞ dy is the image measure of FðxÞ dx under the
gradient map rj: We say that the map T :¼ rj transports FðxÞ dx onto GðyÞ dy:
The map T is uniquely determined and it is often called the Brenier map. We will use
a crucial observation about T due to Caffarelli [7]: this map T is non-expansive when
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we transport the Gaussian measure g to a probability measure m of the form (8). The
non-expansivity of T ¼ rj can be rephrased as 0pHess jpId: Of course, it was
already noticed by Caffarelli that the non-expansivity of T can be used to
‘‘transport’’ inequalities from g to the measure m: We can also point out that
Caffarelli’s result was used to recover Gaussian correlation inequalities in [9].
For m verifying (8) with W even, we introduce the Brenier map T ¼ rj
transporting g onto m: By Caffarelli’s result, this map is non-expansive. Also note
that TðxÞ ¼ TðxÞ for every xARd ; due to the symmetry of m and the uniqueness
of the Brenier map. For a smooth even function fAL2ðmÞ with
R
f dm ¼ 0; we set
gðxÞ :¼ f ðTðxÞÞ: Since the function f is even and since TðxÞ ¼ TðxÞ; the function
g is even, hence orthogonal to linear functions in L2ðRd ; gÞ; and g is orthogonal to
constant functions since
R
g dg ¼ R f dm ¼ 0 by transportation. Next, the gradient
rgðxÞ can be written as T 0ðxÞðrf ðTxÞÞ; where T 0ðxÞ is the Hessian of j at x; it
follows that jjrgðxÞjjpjjrf ðTxÞjj: Finally, using (15)Z
f ðyÞ2 dmðyÞ ¼
Z
gðxÞ2 dgðxÞp1
2
Z
jjrgðxÞjj2 dgðxÞp1
2
Z
jjrf ðyÞjj2 dmðyÞ:
This gives inequality (14).
The reader will observe that this second form of Lemma 2 is valid for any
symmetric probability measure on Rd which is a contractive image of g:
Finally, we include for completeness a proof of the following known fact that was
used in our ‘‘L2-proof’’ of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. Let W be a real C2-smooth function on Rn such that dmðxÞ ¼ eW ðxÞ dx is a
probability measure on Rn; and let L denote the differential operator DrW  r; acting
on the vector space D of all C2-smooth functions on Rn with compact support. The range
LðDÞ of L is dense in the subspace H0 of L2ðmÞ orthogonal to constant functions.
Proof. Let U be the unitary operator from L2ðmÞ onto L2ðRnÞ deﬁned by Uf ¼
eW=2f ; formally U transforms the operator L into a Schro¨dinger operator of the
form Dþ V : To be precise, if DðRnÞ denotes as usual the space of CN-smooth
functions with compact support, we have, for g ¼ Uf and cADðRnÞ;
/ LðUcÞ; fSL2ðmÞ ¼
Z
Rn
ðDcðxÞ þ VðxÞcðxÞÞgðxÞ dx;
where V ¼ 1
4
jrW j2  1
2
DW : If fAL2ðmÞ is orthogonal to LðDÞ; it follows that g ¼
Uf satisﬁes Dg ¼ Vg inD0ðRnÞ; which yields that gAW 2;2loc ðRnÞ by the classical theory.
If yADðRnÞ; then ygAW 2;2ðRnÞ and using R divðy2grgÞ ¼ 0 we getZ
Rn
ðjrðygÞj2 þ ðygÞ2 VÞ ¼
Z
Rn
ðjrðygÞj2 þ y2gDgÞ ¼
Z
Rn
jryj2g2:
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Note that for every hAW 2;2ðRnÞ with compact support, we have, by integrations by
parts, Z
Rn
jrðheW=2Þj2 eW ¼
Z
Rn
ðjrhj2 þ h2VÞ:
If yADðRnÞ is such that y ¼ 1 in a neighborhood of 0; then, setting ykðxÞ :¼ yðx=kÞ
for kX1; Z
jrðyk f Þj2 dm ¼
Z
Rn
ðjrðykgÞj2 þ ðykgÞ2 VÞ ¼
Z
Rn
jrykj2g2-0;
when k-þN: Hence f is constant; this shows that LðDÞ is dense in H0 (this
argument is taken from Simader’s paper [17, p. 49]). &
3. A remark on the non-symmetric case
It is not clear whether the symmetry of K is compulsory for inequality (1) to be
true. We will not investigate here the general case of Theorem 1, but the simpler case
T ¼ t Id corresponding to the (B)-conjecture. Let us go through the proof of the
previous section (in the case A ¼ Id) and see where the symmetry assumption was
used. As explained above, one has to prove the log-concavity of the function
gðtÞ :¼
Z
K
ejje
txjj2=2 dx:
The log-concavity at t ¼ 0 followed from inequality (9) applied to qðxÞ ¼ jjxjj2 R jjxjj2 dmðxÞ and m ¼ gK : The measure m ¼ gK satisﬁes the assumption of the Lemma
2 as soon as K is convex (after the approximation procedure described above). Thus, in
order to apply Lemma 2 to q; we only need to check that
R rq dgK ¼ 2 R x dgKðxÞ ¼
0; which of course holds when K is symmetric. In other words, for the log-concavity of
g to hold at t ¼ 0; it sufﬁces that the Gaussian barycenter of K be 0;Z
K
x dgðxÞ ¼ 0:
But this does not mean that the log-concavity of g at all t’s follows from this
assumption. Indeed, in order to ‘‘shift’’ the problem from t to 0; one has to apply to K
the dilation x-etx: Thus, we see that our proof gives that the function g is log-
concave on R as soon as, for every l40; the Gaussian barycenter of lK is 0: We shall
see that this condition is true when K has enough symmetries.
Let K denote a convex subset of Rd ; containing 0 in its interior. We introduce the
group GðKÞ of isometries leaving K globally invariant,
GðKÞ :¼ fRAOd ; RðKÞ ¼ Kg:
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We now introduce the set of points ﬁxed by the action of GðKÞ;
FixðKÞ :¼ fxARd ; RðxÞ ¼ x; 8RAGðKÞg:
Since the Gaussian measure g is invariant under isometries, the Gaussian barycenter
of K belongs to FixðKÞ: Furthermore, one has that for every l40;
FixðlKÞ ¼ l FixðKÞ:
If FixðKÞ ¼ f0g; we deduce that the Gaussian barycenter of lK is 0 for every l40;
we have therefore
Theorem 4. Let KCRd be a convex set such that FixðKÞ ¼ f0g: Then the function
t-gðetKÞ
is log-concave on R:
A symmetric set of course veriﬁes that FixðKÞ ¼ f0g; since IdAGðKÞ in this case.
As an example of a non-symmetric convex set K verifying FixðKÞ ¼ f0g; one can
take the (centered) regular simplex in Rd :
4. The complex case
We identify Cd with the Euclidean space ðR2d ; jj  jjÞ and we denote by dvol the
Lebesgue measure on Cd : The natural notions replacing convex sets and convex
functions in the complex setting are pseudo-convex sets and plurisubharmonic
functions. We refer to Ho¨rmander’s book [12] for precise deﬁnitions. It is worth
recalling that convexity implies plurisubharmonicity (and therefore convexity for a
set implies pseudo-convexity). Let us point out the following difference between the
real and the complex situation: the function
ðz; wÞ-e2zjjwjj2
is plurisubharmonic on C
 Cd : Comparing this fact with (2), we might expect that a
complex version of Pre´kopa’s theorem would be of some help here. But ﬁrst, let us
connect our problem with complex interpolation.
Recall that a set KCCd is the unit ball of a complex norm on Cd if and only if K is
a convex body and is circled in the sense that
8wAK ; 8yAR; eiywAK :
If K and L are two circled convex bodies, we denote by ½K ; Ly the unit ball of the
complex interpolated space at yA½0; 1 between the normed spaces whose unit balls
are K and L; respectively. In the very simple case where the unit balls are
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homothetic, one has ½aK ; bKy ¼ a1ybyK for every yA½0; 1: Thus the (B) conjecture
for K amounts to the log-concavity of
½0; 1{y-gð½aK; bK yÞ:
For this we can use the following general result.
Theorem 5 (Cordero-Erausquin [10]). Let K and L be two circled convex bodies in Cd
and let j : Cd-R,fNg be a plurisubharmonic function such that for all wACd ; for
all yAR; jðeiywÞ ¼ jðwÞ (we say that j is circled). If m is the measure on Cd given by
dmðwÞ ¼ ejðwÞdvolðwÞ; then the function
y-mð½K ; LyÞ
is log-concave on ½0; 1:
Applying this theorem to two homothetic images of a circled convex body K ; we
deduce that the (B) conjecture holds in Cd for (circled) measures whose density is –
log plurisubharmonic (this of course includes the 2d-dimensional Gaussian measure)
and for circled convex bodies. Actually, we can prove a little more, namely that the
result also holds for circled pseudo-convex subsets. To see this, one goes back to the
central tool used in [10], which is Berndtsson’s [3] complex version of Pre´kopa’s
theorem.
Theorem 6 (Berndtsson). Let O be a pseudo-convex domain in Cd 
 C; and let j :
O-R,fNg be a plurisubharmonic function. For every zAC; define the set OðzÞ :
¼ fwACd ; ðw; zÞAOg: Assume that one of the following conditions holds
(i) For all zAC; OðzÞ is a circled domain, 0AOðzÞ and jð; zÞ is circled on OðzÞ:
(ii) The set OðzÞ is a connected Reinhardt domain and for all w ¼ ðw1;y; wdÞACd ;
jðw; zÞ ¼ jðjw1j;y; jwd j; zÞ:
Then the function F defined on C by
eFðzÞ ¼
Z
OðzÞ
ejðw;zÞ dvolðwÞ
is subharmonic.
We recall that a set VCCd is a Reinhardt set if for every wACd ;
ðw1;y; wdÞAV 3 ðjw1j;y; jwd jÞAV :
Using the theorem of Berndtsson, we can show that the (B) conjecture holds for
some classes of pseudo-convex sets and of – log-plurisubharmonic measures.
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Proposition 7. Let KCCd be a pseudo-convex set, let j : Cd-R,fNg be a
plurisubharmonic function, and let m be the measure given by dmðwÞ ¼ ejðwÞdvolðwÞ:
Assume that one of the following conditions holds
(i) K is a circled domain, 0AK and j is circled.
(ii) K is a connected Reinhardt domain and for all w ¼ ðw1;y; wdÞACd ;
jðw1;y; wdÞ ¼ jðjw1j;y; jwd jÞ:
Then the function
t-mðetKÞ
is log-concave on R:
Proof. We apply Berndtsson’s theorem to the pseudo-convex set O :¼
fðw; zÞ; ezwAKg and to the plurisubharmonic function jðz; wÞ ¼ jðwÞ: Then the
hypotheses are satisﬁed and the theorem gives that the function
z- log mðezKÞ
is subharmonic. Since this function does not depend upon the imaginary part of z;
it follows that it is convex. &
It would be interesting to know if such a general result can be true in a real setting.
In the sequel, we shall concentrate on the unconditional case.
5. The real case for unconditional measures and sets
A function j : Rd-R is said to be unconditional if
8ðx1;y; xdÞARd ; jðx1;y; xdÞ ¼ jðjx1j;y; jxd jÞ:
In the same way, a set KCRd is unconditional if its characteristic function is
unconditional, i.e.:
ðx1;y; xdÞAK 3 ðjx1j;y; jxd jÞAK :
An unconditional log-concave measure is a measure m on Rd of the form dmðxÞ ¼
ejðxÞ dx where j : Rd-R,fþNg is convex and unconditional. For example, the
Gaussian measure is obviously an unconditional log-concave measure.
We present two ways of proving the (B) conjecture in the case of unconditional
measures and sets in Rd (Proposition 9). The ﬁrst one consists in using a
complexiﬁcation method, in order to deduce the result from the complex case. This
approach can also be understood from an interpolation point of view, since the
unconditional case corresponds to the case of (ﬁnite-dimensional) Banach lattices,
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where the interpolation is explicit and can be performed in the real case. The second
approach is much simpler and relies on a version of Pre´kopa–Leindler’s inequality
due to Borell and Uhrin. The idea is that after a logarithmic change of variable, we
are back to the classical Brunn–Minkowski theory.
5.1. Complexification
The strongest result will be obtained by using Proposition 7. But we ﬁnd
interesting to explore ﬁrst the connection with complex interpolation and with
Theorem 5. If K and L are unconditional sets in Rd ; we deﬁne an analogue of the
interpolation between K and L in the following way. For yA½0; 1; we introduce the
unconditional set
K1yLy :¼ fwARd ; (xAK ; (yAL; jwjj ¼ jxj j1yjyjjy; 8j ¼ 1;y; dg:
If K and L are convex bodies, then K1yLy is a convex body of Rd : We have
Proposition 8. Let K and L be unconditional convex bodies in Rd : Let j : Rd-R be an
unconditional function such that ðr1;y; rdÞ-jðer1 ;y; erd Þ is convex and let m be the
measure on Rd given by dmðxÞ ¼ ejðxÞ dx: Then the function y-mðK1yLyÞ is log-
concave. In particular:
mðK1yLyÞXmðKÞ1ymðLÞy:
For a justiﬁcation of the condition on j; see Remark 7.
Proof. For any unconditional set ACRd we deﬁne
AC :¼ fw ¼ ðw1;y; wdÞACd ; ðjw1j;y; jwd jÞAAgCCd : ð16Þ
Note that KC and LC are circled convex bodies in C
d : We also deﬁne the function
c : Cd-R,fNg by
cðw1;y; wdÞ :¼ jðjw1j;y; jwd jÞ þ
Xd
j¼1
log jwj j
and the measure mC on C
d by
dmCðwÞ :¼ ecðwÞdvolðwÞ ¼ ejðjw1j;y;jwd jÞ
dvolðwÞQd
j¼1 jwjj
ð17Þ
We have cðeiywÞ ¼ cðwÞ; for all wACd and for all yAR: Moreover the hypothesis on
j implies that c is plurisubharmonic on Cd (see Remark 7). Hence, from Theorem 5
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we get that y-mCð½KC; LCyÞ is log-concave. Since from Calderon [8], ½KC; LCy ¼
ðK1yLyÞC; we ﬁnd that
y-mCððK1yLyÞCÞ ð18Þ
is log-concave. For any compact unconditional set A in Rd ; let us calculate mCðACÞ:
By writing all wj in polar coordinates and using the invariance properties of A and j;
we get
mCðACÞ ¼
Z
AC
ejðjw1j;y;jwd jÞ
dvolðwÞQd
j¼1 jwjj
¼ ð2pÞd
Z
A-ðRþÞd
ejðr1;y;rd Þ dr1ydrd :
Therefore mCðACÞ ¼ pdmðAÞ for every unconditional compact set ACRd : Combining
this with (18) we conclude that the function y-mðK1yLyÞ is log-concave. &
Remark 2 (Log-concave measures). An unconditional log-concave measure satisﬁes
the hypothesis of the preceding theorem since
j convex unconditional ) ðr1;y; rdÞ-jðer1 ;y; erd Þ convex:
Indeed, a convex unconditional function j satisﬁes jðxÞpjðyÞ when jxjpjyj; where
jxj denotes the vector such that jxjj ¼ jxjj for j ¼ 1;y; d; this is true because x is
then a convex combination of a family of vectors z such that jzj ¼ jyj:
If we apply the preceding theorem to two homothetic images of K we see that the
(B) conjecture holds in Rd for measures whose density satisfy the hypothesis of
Proposition 8 and for unconditional convex bodies. Actually, we can prove a little
more: the result holds also if K is an unconditional logarithmically convex body in
Rd ; in the sense that
logðKÞ :¼ fðr1;y; rdÞARd ; ðer1 ;y; erd ÞAKg
is convex. Note that for every body KCRd ;
K unconditional convex ) K unconditional logarithmically convex:
Proposition 9. Let K be an unconditional logarithmically convex body in Rd : Let
j : Rd-R be an unconditional function such that ðr1;y; rdÞ-jðer1 ;y; erd Þ is convex,
and let m be the measure on Rd given by dmðxÞ ¼ ejðxÞ dx: Then the function
t/mðetKÞ
is log-concave on R:
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Proof. We deﬁne the set KCCC
d (16) and the complex measure mC (17) as in the
proof of Proposition 8. We still have mCðKCÞ ¼ pdmðKÞ: Note that KC is a connected
Reinhardt pseudo-convex set and that mC satisﬁes the hypothesis (ii) of Proposition 7.
Hence it follows that
t-mCðetKCÞ ¼ pdmðetKÞ
is log-concave on R: &
Remark 3 (An example of application). One can take as measure m the restricted
Lebesgue measure on an unconditional logarithmically convex body. Thus, if A and
B are two unconditional logarithmically convex bodies of Rd ; one has, for every
l40;
volðlA-BÞ vol 1
l
A-B
 
pvolðA-BÞ2:
Remark 4. We can note that by a suitable application of Berndtsson’s theorem, it is
possible to assume in Proposition 8 that K and L are simply unconditional
logarithmically convex. But we shall see in Proposition 10 that in fact the result holds
for arbitrary unconditional sets (without any convexity condition). This does not
mean that Proposition 9 is valid when KCRd is an arbitrary unconditional set, since
it is not true in general that ðaKÞ1yðbKÞy ¼ a1ybyK : However, we see that for every
unconditional set K ;
K logarithmically convex 3 K1yKy ¼ K ; 8yAð0; 1Þ: ð19Þ
5.2. Application of Brunn–Minkowski’s functional inequality in Rdþ
First, let us recall the classical Pre´kopa–Leindler theorem which is a functional
form of Brunn–Minkowski’s inequality (see [11,15]). If yA½0; 1 and if f ; g; h :
Rd-Rþ are three Borel functions verifying hðð1 yÞr þ ysÞXf ðrÞ1ygðsÞy for all
r; sARd ; then
Z
Rd
hX
Z
Rd
f
 1y Z
Rd
g
 y
:
In this section, we will use a multiplicative form of the Pre´kopa–Leindler inequality
for functions on Rdþ :¼ ðRþÞd ¼ fxARd ; xiX0g which was proved by Uhrin [18] (see
also [4]). This form asserts that for yA½0; 1; if f ; g; h : Rdþ-Rþ are three Borel
functions verifying for all x ¼ ðx1;y; xdÞARdþ and y ¼ ðy1;y; ydÞARdþ
hðx1y1 yy1;y; x1yd yydÞXf ðxÞ1ygðyÞy; ð20Þ
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then
Z
Rdþ
hX
Z
Rdþ
f
 !1y Z
Rdþ
g
 !y
: ð21Þ
One can note that this result can easily be deduced from Pre´kopa–Leindler’s
theorem in the following way. To any measurable function v :Rdþ-Rþ; we associate
the function v˜ :Rd-Rþ deﬁned by
v˜ðt1;y; tdÞ ¼ vðet1 ;y; etd Þ e
Pd
j¼1 tj :
Using the change of variable xj ¼ etj for j ¼ 1;y; d; we getZ
Rdþ
vðxÞ dx ¼
Z
Rd
v˜ðtÞ dt:
The assumptions on f ; g and h (20) imply that the functions f˜; g˜ and h˜ satisfy the
hypothesis of the Pre´kopa–Leindler theorem and thus we recover (21).
Remark 5. It is also possible to prove directly (20)–(21) by using mass transport, in
the same way that Pre´kopa–Leindler’s theorem can be proved (see e.g. [11]). In the
computation of
R
Rdþ
hðzÞ dz; the usual change of variable z ¼ ð1 yÞx þ yTðxÞ;
where T ¼ rj is the Brenier map (see Remark 1) between the measures f ðxÞ dx= R f
and gðyÞ dy= R g; has to be replaced by the change of variable zj ¼ x1yj ðTðxÞjÞy; j ¼
1;y; d:
We ﬁnally observe that (20)–(21) gives that Proposition 8 holds without the
convexity assumption on K and L:
Proposition 10. Let K ; LCRd be two closed unconditional sets. Let j : Rd-R be an
unconditional function such that ðr1;y; rdÞ-jðer1 ;y; erd Þ is convex and let m be the
measure on Rd given by dm ¼ ejðxÞdx: We have, for every yA½0; 1;
mðK1yLyÞXmðKÞ1ymðLÞy:
Proof. We deﬁne
f ¼ ej1K-Rdþ ; g ¼ e
j1L-Rdþ and h ¼ e
j1K1yLy-Rdþ
and apply (21) to f ; g and h: &
Remark 6. If we apply the preceding Theorem to two dilates of the same
unconditional logarithmically convex body we get, in view of (19), an alternative,
elementary proof of Proposition 9.
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Remark 7. The following remark enlightens the link between (20)–(21) and
Berndtsson’s theorem and justiﬁes the conditions made on the function j: for every
function j on ðRþÞd ; the function ðr1;y; rdÞ-jðer1 ;y; erd Þ is convex if and only if
the function ðw1;y; wdÞ-jðjw1j;y; jwd jÞ is plurisubharmonic on Cd :
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